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1. Introduction
1.1.

Project description

The project “TowaRd market-based skills for sustAINable Energy Efficient construction” is EU
funded project under HORIZON 2020 programme, topic: Construction skills, Type of action:
CSA Coordination and support action.
Overall objective is to increase the number of skilled building professionals according to
recommendations from National qualification roadmap (http://buildupskills.mk
/images/Publikacii/Roadmap/EN_Roadmap_BUS-MK.pdf) concerning two priorities, training of
4.500 building professionals and blue collar workers and overcoming barriers for
implementation of EE measures in operation and maintenance.
Three specific objectives are set up as:
(1) Upgrading two qualification schemes for technicians, building managers and engineers
and development of large scale of training schemes for 5 blue collar qualifications and
two RES occupations (designers and installers) by establishing the Knowledge Centre
for support in development of sustainable EE market-based construction skills with
annual capacity to replicate it to 10 training providers and 600 qualified construction
workers (200 through training and 400 through recognition of previous learning);
(2) Increasing awareness of building professionals for use of Building Information
Modelling (BIM) tools, in order to achieve the desired multidisciplinary approach in
construction that should result with reduction in the gap between designed and actual
energy performance through improved quality of construction in specific projects and
to achieve measurable energy savings and improved quality of indoor environment;
(3) Improved market recognition of skills in the building sector and enhancing
collaboration across different professional groups and introducing methodology for
mutual recognition of skills with three EU countries (Greece, Slovenia and Croatia).
The TRAINEE consortium consists of 6 partners, 5 from Macedonia: ECM-Economic Chamber
of Macedonia; ZBK Kreacija-Association of business and consultancy; UKIM Ss Cyril and
Methodius University, with the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Information Technologies;
EIM-Engineering institution of Macedonia; AEC-Adult Education Centre; and 1 partner from
Spain: BIM Academy-WITS Institute from Barcelona.
The project is organized in six working packages that will produce 34 deliverables (products)
with intended impact on two areas: (a) enabling policy and (b) building capacity and skills for
energy efficiency measures. The project intends to have impact on 270 building professionals,
440 blue color workers, 230 construction companies and 32 relevant market actors (6 public
authorities; 6 national professional associations 1- educational and training institutions and 10
investors).
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This document is Deliverable # 2.3, which results out of Task 2.2 Development of VQTS for solar
energy on two level (for blue-collar workers and for building professionals) and Task 2.3
Implementation of VQTS for solar energy on two levels (for blue-collar workers and for building
professionals). It concerns the implementation of qualification schemes developed within
deliverable 2.2 Voluntary qualification schemes for solar energy on two levels.
The process of development of new qualifications and creation of new training programmes
concerning energy efficiency in building sector is encouraged by the Ministry of education, as
main legal authority in the process of development of new qualifications and implementation
of National Qualification Framework – NQF, that is referenced to the European Qualification
Framework – EQF, with the report on 21 November 2016 1.
After developing qualification schemes, a pilot training will be realized in order to confirm the
reliability and adequacy of the designed programme and training material. It will be organised
on two levels: for blue collar workers and for building professionals. For each training schemes
and qualification level one training will be organized (one for 20 Installers of systems of solarthermal energy, one for 10 Designers of systems of solar-thermal energy, one for 20 Installers
of photovoltaic systems and one for 10 Designers of photovoltaic systems).The trainings will
be a 10 day seminars with theoretical and practical classes.
The content of training will include a detailed presentation of the subject treated in the
particular training course, involving materials, techniques for implementation, basics of proper
installation and theoretical explanations of the process, recognition of ISO standards of quality
of used materials and methods for their incorporation, achievements in the energy savings and
subjects from work safety. It will specifically be devoted to recognition of new products in this
field with promising specifications in order to achieve higher energy efficiency of the buildings
and increase the safety. The training forms will be encompassed of 10% exam, 30% theoretical
classes and 60% practical classes which will be organized in building sector companies.
UKIM as a partner will be responsible for organization of the trainings.

2. Purpose and results
2.1.

Purpose

The purpose of this deliverable is to implement the training schemes developed in deliverable
2.2 Voluntary qualification schemes for solar energy on two levels, for blue-collar workers and
for building professionals.

1

EQF Referencing Report of the Macedonian Qualifications Framework and Self‐Certification to the QF‐EHEA,
https://ec.europa.eu/ploteus/sites/eaceqf/files/eqf_referencing_report_of_the_macedonian_qualification_framework_and_selfcertification_to_the_qf-ehea.pdf
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2.2.

Results

VQS for design and installation of solar-thermal and photovoltaic systems will be implemented,
engaging both blue collar workers (qualification level Vb, IV and III from NQF) and building
professionals (for upgrading skills of qualification level VI from NQF). This implementation will
be conducted by training programmes for design and installation of solar-thermal systems
organized on two levels – for blue-collar workers and for building professionals. This will be a
specific challenge for realisation since the national procedure for developing qualifications and
defining vocational training programs for qualification level higher than V-th level in NQF is still
not established. In fact the implementation of the law for NQF in Macedonia is still in the phase
of development. Within this deliverable, training programmes with detailed training curricula,
as well as training materials for these occupations are designed.
For each training schemes and qualification level one pilot training will be organized (one for
20 Installers of systems of solar-thermal energy, one for 10 Designers of systems of solarthermal energy, one for 20 Installers of photovoltaic systems and one for 10 Designers of
photovoltaic systems). The trainings will be a 10 day seminars with theoretical and practical
classes.

3. Target group
Target group of this training program are blue collar workers (qualification level Vb, IV and III
from NQF) and building professionals (for upgrading skills of qualification level VI from NQF).

4. Training program
The training forms will be encompassed of 10% exam, 30% theoretical classes and 60%
practical classes which will be organized in building sector companies.
This training program is organized in two modules:
Module 1: Installation and design of solar-thermal systems on two levels - for blue collar
workers and building professionals
Module 2: Installation and design of photovoltaic systems on two levels - for blue collar
workers and building professionals
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4.1.

Module 1: INSTALLATION AND DESIGN OF SOLAR-THERMAL
SYSTEMS ON TWO LEVELS - FOR BLUE COLLAR WORKERS
AND BUILDING PROFESSIONALS

The first module covers the following areas:
‒ Introduction to solar energy and solar-thermal systems
‒ Collector & system types
‒ Installation of solar-thermal systems
‒ Design of Solar-thermal systems
‒ System maintenance
‒ Techno-economic analysis with environmental aspects
‒ Safety requirements at workplace
This course will focus on the designer’s ability to complete a design from site survey and
assessment through construction drawings and into permitting and commissioning. It provides
the Solar-thermal designer, contractor or installer with a comprehensive understanding of
Solar-thermal design. These skills are essential for designers of commercial systems and
complex residential systems such space heating applications. This course will provide an in
depth knowledge of the tools and best practices needed for complex Solar-thermal systems.

4.1.1. Module 1 - First level - Installation of solar-thermal systems for blue collar
workers
The first level of the first module includes the following chapters:
1. Introduction to solar-thermal systems
An introductory part of the course focused on giving participants an in depth background on
the solar-thermal industry, including overview of solar-thermal systems usage, site selection,
types of heat transfer and collector placement. Covered areas are as follows:
‒ Solar insulation and geographical variations
‒ Collector placement within a building cluster
2. Collector & system types
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In this part of the course, different types of collectors and systems will be analyzed. Participants
will become familiar with piping arrangements, heat transfer fluid and parts of the solarthermal systems. Included areas are as follows:
‒ Types of hot water solar systems
‒ Solar-thermal energy collectors
‒ Heat transfer fluid
‒ Piping arrangements
‒ Storage tank
‒ Heat exchangers
‒ Pumps
‒ Expansion tank
‒ Back-up/supplemental heater
‒ Controls
‒ Case studies and exercises

3. Installation of solar-thermal systems
Participants experience how to apply learned techniques to real life situations, including
installation of different systems and mounting.
Covered areas are as follows:
‒ Installation of single and dual tanks systems
‒ Collector mounting
‒ Proper pipe flashing
‒ Roof mounting
‒ Controls
‒ Case studies and exercises
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4. System maintenance
This part of the course is very important for sustainable life cycle of the solar-thermal systems.
Participants will become familiar with the general maintenance of solar-thermal systems and
some special situations. This section covers the checklist for proper system functioning, check
for damages, checks for the rate of glycol fluid, etc.
‒ General maintenance
‒ Glycol fluid care
‒ Case studies and exercises

5. Safety requirements at workplace
Safety at workplace is essential for all people included in the process of designing and mounting
the solar-thermal systems. One must take care of their own safety and safety of their
coworkers, which is ensured by proper handling of tools and materials and in depth knowledge
of the whole system. This part of the course includes the following areas:
‒ Safety equipment
‒ Site safety
‒ On-site risk assessment
‒ Hazards: physical hazards, electrical hazards, chemical hazards
‒ Electrical shock
‒ Good work habits
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The whole training course is organized in 10 days according to the following agenda:
Day 1 – Theoretical classes
08:00-08:30

Registration

08:30-09:00

Info

09:00-10:30

CHAPTER 1 Introduction to solar-thermal systems
‒ Solar insulation and geographical variations
‒ Collector placement within a building cluster

10:30-10:45

Pause

10:45-12:15

CHAPTER 2 Collector & system types
‒ Types of hot water solar systems
‒ Solar-thermal energy collectors
‒ Heat transfer fluid
‒ Piping arrangements

12:15-13:00
13:00-14:30

Pause
‒ Storage tank
‒ Heat exchangers
‒ Pumps
‒ Expansion tank
‒ Back-up/supplemental heater
‒ Controls

14:30-14:45
14:45-16:15

Pause
‒ Case studies and exercises
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Day 2 - Theoretical classes
08:30-09:00

Registration

09:00-10:30

CHAPTER 3 Installation of solar-thermal systems
‒ Installation of single and dual tanks systems

10:30-11:00
11:00-12:30
12:30-12:45
12:45-14:15
14:15-15:00
15:00-16:30

Pause
‒ Collector mounting
Pause
‒ Proper pipe flashing
Pause
‒ Roof mounting

Day 3 - Theoretical classes
08:30-09:00

Registration

09:00-10:30

‒ Controls
‒ Case studies and exercises
Pause

10:30-11:00
11:00-12:30
12:30-12:45
12:45-14:15
14:15-15:00
15:00-16:30

CHAPTER 4 System maintenance
‒ General maintenance
Pause
‒ Glycol fluid care
‒ Case studies and exercises
Pause
CHAPTER 5 Safety requirements at workplace
‒ Safety equipment
‒ Site safety
‒ On-site risk assessment
‒ Hazards: physical hazards, electrical hazards, chemical hazards
‒ Electrical shock
‒ Good work habits
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Day 4 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Safety at workplace
Introduction to working materials and tools

Day 5 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Training for pipes and tanks installation

Day 6 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Collector mounting on different sites

Day 7 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Control system installation

Day 8 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Regular checks, maintenance, troubleshooting and best practices of
solar-thermal systems

Day 9 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Installation of complex and large-scale solar-thermal systems

Day 10 – Examination
09:00-17:00

Theoretical examination
Practical examination
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4.1.2. Module 1 - Second level - Design of solar-thermal systems for building
professionals
1. Introduction to solar energy & solar-thermal systems
An introductory part of the course focused on giving participants an in depth background on
the solar-thermal industry, including overview of solar-thermal systems usage, site selection,
types of heat transfer and collector placement. Covered areas are as follows:
‒ Solar insulation and geographical variations
‒ Site selection, azimuth, angle of incidence
‒ Shading
‒ Three types of heat transfer
‒ Collector placement within a building cluster
2. Collector & system types
In this part of the course, different types of collectors and systems will be analyzed. Participants
will become familiar with piping arrangements, heat transfer fluid and parts of the solarthermal systems. Included areas are as follows:
‒ Collector performance indices
‒ Types of hot water solar systems
‒ Solar-thermal energy collectors
‒ Heat transfer fluid
‒ Piping arrangements
‒ Storage tank
‒ Heat exchangers
‒ Pumps
‒ Expansion tank
‒ Back-up/supplemental heater
‒ Controls
‒ Case studies and exercises
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3. Solar-thermal design
In this section of the training participants will be taught proper placement and sizing of solarthermal arrays in order to meet not only the customer needs, but also to adhere to strictly
enforced building codes. Appropriate resources for finding rules and regulations that must be
met will also be provided.
Covered areas are as follows:
‒ On-site visit and site survey
‒ Building hot water demands
‒ Basic solar system design
‒ Collector site placement
‒ Structural (foundation)
‒ Mechanical considerations: piping, valves, strainers and filters, fluid, pumps, types of
of heat exchangers used, type storage tank used, integration of solar collector system
into existing hot water distribution system, control
‒ System startup considerations and commissioning
‒ Application of software
‒ Case studies and exercises
4. Technical procedures for design of solar-thermal systems
This section covers the area of procedures for proper design of the ST systems considering
the following topics:
‒ Site dependent dimensioning of the system
‒ Hydraulic calculations
‒ Hydraulic losses
‒ Dimensioning optimal water flow
‒ Hydraulic pump adjustments and corrections
‒ Controller function and configuration
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5. Design of hybrid solar PVT systems
This innovative approach in using solar energy in order to obtain higher energy efficiency
are also part of the training content for Designers of ST systems. The topics to be covered
are the following:
‒ Basics of hybrid PV & S systems
‒ Parameters of hybrid PVT systems
‒ Energy efficiency of hybrid PVT systems
‒ Classification and types
‒ Application of hybrid systems
6. Techno-economic analysis with environmental aspects
This section of the training is geared toward providing participants with the knowledge needed
to successfully develop productive sales and lead generation initiatives. In the residential sales
portion of the course, the participants are taught the types of personal characteristics and skills
that are necessary build a truly professional solar salesperson. They are taught techniques to
control the direction of an in home sales presentation that will increase your closing ratio. The
successful salesperson will express good knowledge on the economic benefits of installation of
Solar-thermal home system and the benefits it brings in preservation of the environment
against using conventional energy sources for heating and obtaining hot water. Because the
installation of ST system is not strictly regulated with binding law and procurement procedure,
this section will only cover the benefits of installation and use of ST solar systems, during the
whole life cycle of the system, including its maintenance phase.
‒ Case studies and exercises
7. Safety requirements at workplace
Safety at workplace is essential for all people included in the process of designing and mounting
the solar-thermal systems. One must take care of their own safety and safety of their
coworkers, which is ensured by proper handling of tools and materials and in depth knowledge
of the whole system. This part of the course includes the following areas:
‒ Safety equipment
‒ Site safety
‒ On-site risk assessment
‒ Hazards: physical hazards, electrical hazards, chemical hazards
‒ Electrical shock
‒ Good work habits
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The whole training course is organized in 10 days according to the following agenda:
Day 1 – Theoretical classes
08:00-08:30

Registration

08:30-09:00

Info

09:00-10:30

CHAPTER 1 Introduction to solar energy & solar-thermal systems
‒ Solar insulation and geographical variations
‒ Site selection, azimuth, angle of incidence
‒ Shading

10:30-10:45
10:45-12:15

Pause
‒ Three types of heat transfer
‒ Collector placement within a building cluster
CHAPTER 2 Collector & system types
‒ Collector performance indices
‒ Types of hot water solar systems
‒ Solar-thermal energy collectors
‒ Heat transfer fluid

12:15-13:00
13:00-14:30

Pause
‒ Piping arrangements
‒ Storage tank
‒ Heat exchangers
‒ Pumps
‒ Expansion tank
‒ Back-up/supplemental heater
‒ Controls

14:30-14:45
14:45-16:15

Pause
‒ Case studies and exercises

Day 2 – Theoretical classes
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08:30-09:00

Registration

09:00-10:30

CHAPTER 3 Solar-thermal design
‒ On-site visit and site survey
‒ Building hot water demands
‒ Basic solar system design
‒ Collector site placement

10:30-11:00
11:00-12:30

Pause
‒ Structural (foundation)
‒ Mechanical considerations: piping, valves, strainers and filters,
fluid, pumps, types of of heat exchangers used, type storage tank
used, integration of solar collector system into existing hot water
distribution system, control

12:30-12:45

Pause

12:45-14:15

CHAPTER 4 Technical procedures for design of solar-thermal systems
‒ Site dependent dimensioning of the system
‒ Hydraulic calculations and losses
‒ Dimensioning optimal water flow
‒ Hydraulic pump and controller adjustments and corrections

14:15-15:00
15:00-16:30

Pause
‒ System startup considerations and commissioning
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Day 3 - Theoretical classes
08:30-09:00

Registration

09:00-10:30

CHAPTER 5 Design of hybrid solar PVT systems
‒ Classification, types and parameters of hybrid PVT systems
‒ EE and application of hybrid PVT systems

10:30-11:00
11:00-12:30

Pause
‒ Case studies and exercises

12:30-12:45

Pause

12:45-14:15

CHAPTER 6 Techno-economical analysis with environmental aspects
‒ Economic benefits of installation of Solar-thermal home system
‒ Environmental aspects of installation of ST systems during whole
life cycle (production, installation, maintenance and
decomposition)

14:15-15:00

Pause

15:00-16:30

CHAPTER 7 Safety requirements at workplace
‒ Safety equipment
‒ Site safety
‒ On-site risk assessment
‒ Hazards: physical hazards, electrical hazards, chemical hazards
‒ Electrical shock
‒ Good work habits

Day 4 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

On-site visit and site survey
Building hot water demands
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Day 5 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Design of solar-thermal systems and hybrid PVT systems

Day 6 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Application of software for design of solar-thermal systems

Day 7 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Application of software for design of solar-thermal systems

Day 8 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Techno-economical analysis

Day 9 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Construction, supervision, life cycle maintenance, commissioning and
best practices

Day 10 – Examination
09:00-17:00

Theoretical examination
Practical examination
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4.2.

Module 2: INSTALLATION AND DESIGN OF PHOTOVOLTAIC
SYSTEMS ON TWO LEVELS - FOR BLUE COLLAR WORKERS
AND BUILDING PROFESSIONALS

The second module covers the following areas:
‒ Photovoltaic Basics
‒ PV Modules and Other Components of Grid-Connected Systems and Stand-alone
Photovoltaic Systems
‒ Mounting Systems and Building Integration
‒ Installing, Commissioning and Operating
‒ Design of Photovoltaic Systems
‒ Economics, Environment, Procurement and Legislation
‒ Safety requirements at workplace
This course will focus on the designer’s ability to complete a design from site survey and
assessment through construction drawings and into permitting and commissioning. It provides
the PV Solar system designer, contractor or installer with a comprehensive understanding of
PV Solar system design. These skills are essential for designers of commercial systems and
complex residential systems such space heating applications. This course will provide an indepth knowledge of the tools and best practices needed for complex PV Solar systems.

4.2.1. Module 2 - First level - Installation of PV solar systems for blue collar workers
The first level of the second module includes the following chapters:
1. Photovoltaic Basics
This part covers the knowledge on basics of Solar PV system. The trainer will explain how to
generate electricity from solar PV system and the applications of PV systems such as SHS, BCS,
Mini Centralized System and Centralized System.
‒ Overview of PV solar systems usage in Macedonia and in the world
‒ Basic of solar PV system
‒ Case studies and exercises
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2. PV Modules and Other Components of Grid-Connected Systems
This part covers the knowledge on PV module. The trainer will explain the type and feature of
PV module. Trainer will explain the role of Bypass diode and blocking diode and other
components of PV Systems.
‒ PV module
‒ PV array combiner/junction boxes, string diodes and fuses
‒ Grid-connected inverters
‒ Cabling, wiring and connection systems
‒ Direct current load switch (DC main switch)
‒ AC switch disconnector
‒ Case studies and exercises

3. Mounting Systems and Building Integration
Participants experience how to apply learned techniques to real life situations, including
installation of different systems and mounting.
‒ Roof Basics (different type)
‒ Facade basics & Photovoltaic facades
‒ Solar protection devices
‒ Mounting systems for free-standing installations
‒ Case studies and exercises

4. Installing
Participants experience how to apply learned techniques to real life situations, including
installation of different systems and mounting.
‒ General installation notes
‒ Example installation of a grid-connected PV system
‒ Breakdowns, typical faults and maintenance for PV systems
‒ Case studies and exercises
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5. Stand-alone Photovoltaic Systems
This part covers the knowledge on system design method of Stand-alone PV system. Also, this
topic covers the knowledge on battery. The profile of battery is an important data to
understand the state of charge of the battery. Also, the trainer will explain the battery capacity,
cycle life, how to read capacity and how the cycle life is pre-determined. In addition, the trainer
will explain the maintenance and usage method of battery. Also, this topic covers the
knowledge on charge controller. The trainer will explain the type, features and function of
charge controller and also inverters.
‒ Modules in stand-alone PV systems
‒ Batteries in stand-alone PV systems
‒ Charge controllers
‒ Stand-alone inverters
‒ Case studies and exercises

6. Safety requirements at workplace
Safety at workplace is essential for all people e included in the process of designing and
mounting the PV solar systems. One must take care of their own safety and safety of their
coworkers, which is ensured by proper handling of tools and materials and in depth
knowledge of the whole system.
‒ Safety equipment
‒ Site safety
‒ On-site risk assessment
‒ Hazards: physical hazards, electrical hazards, chemical hazards
‒ Electrical shock
‒ Good work habits
‒ Stand-alone inverters
‒ Case studies and exercises
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The whole training course is organized in 10 days according to the following agenda:
Day 1 - Theoretical classes
08:00-08:30

Registration

08:30-09:00

Info

09:00-10:30

CHAPTER 1 Photovoltaic Basics
‒ Overview of PV solar systems usage in Macedonia and in the
world
‒ Basic of solar PV system
‒ Case studies and exercises

10:30-10:45

Pause

10:45-12:15

CHAPTER 2 PV Modules and Other Components of Grid-Connected
Systems
‒ PV module
‒ PV array combiner/junction boxes, string diodes and fuses

12:15-13:00
13:00-14:30

Pause
‒ Grid-connected inverters
‒ Cabling, wiring and connection systems

14:30-14:45
14:45-16:15

Pause
‒ Direct current load switch (DC main switch)
‒ AC switch
‒ Case studies and exercises

Day 2 - Theoretical classes
08:30-09:00

Registration

09:00-10:30

CHAPTER 3 Mounting Systems and Building Integration
‒ Roof Basics (different type)

10:30-11:00
11:00-12:30
12:30-12:45

Pause
‒ Facade basics & Photovoltaic facades
Pause
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12:45-14:15
14:15-15:00
15:00-16:30

‒ Solar protection devices
Pause
‒ Mounting systems for free-standing installations
‒ Case studies and exercises

Day 3 - Theoretical classes
08:30-09:00

Registration

09:00-10:30

CHAPTER 4 Installing
‒ General installation notes
‒ Example installation of a grid-connected PV system

10:30-11:00
11:00-12:30

Pause
‒ Breakdowns, typical faults and maintenance for PV systems
‒ Case studies and exercises

12:30-12:45

Pause

12:45-14:15

CHAPTER 5 Stand-alone Photovoltaic Systems
‒ Modules in stand-alone PV systems
‒ Batteries in stand-alone PV systems
‒ Charge controllers
‒ Stand-alone inverters
‒ Case studies and exercises

14:15-15:00

Pause

15:00-16:30

Chapter 6 Safety requirements at workplace
‒ Safety equipment
‒ Site safety
‒ On-site risk assessment
‒ Hazards: physical hazards, electrical hazards, chemical hazards
‒ Electrical shock
‒ Good work habits
‒ Stand-alone inverters
‒ Case studies and exercises
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Day 4 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Safety at workplace
Introduction to working materials and tools

Day 5 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Panel installation

Day 6 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Cabling, wiring and connection systems

Day 7 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Inverters, Controls system installation & AC installation

Day 8 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Regular checks, maintenance and troubleshooting

Day 9 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Installation of complex and large-scale PV solar systems

Day 10 – Examination
09:00-17:00

Theoretical examination
Practical examination
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4.2.2. Module 2 - Second level - Design of PV solar systems for building
professionals
The second level of the second module includes the following chapters:
1. Photovoltaic Basics
This topic covers the knowledge on basics of Solar PV system. The trainer will explain how to
generate electricity from solar PV system and the applications of PV systems such as SHS, BCS,
Mini Centralized System and Centralized System. This topic covers the knowledge on solar
energy.
‒ Overview of solar PV systems usage in Macedonia and in the world
‒ PV array systems and PV applications
‒ Solar radiation
‒ The photovoltaic effect and how solar cells work
‒ Solar cell types
‒ Electrical properties of solar cells
‒ Case studies and exercises

2. PV Modules and Other Components of Grid-Connected Systems
This topic covers the knowledge on PV module and I-V curve. The trainer will explain the type
and feature of PV module. I-V curve is the most important data needed when acquiring a PV
module. The trainer will explain the characteristic of I-V curve in details. Series & parallel
connections and effect of shadow will further expand the PV engineer’s knowledge. Trainer
will explain the role of Bypass diode and blocking diode. Also the focus will be also on cabling,
wiring and different types of switchers and disconnectors.
‒ PV modules
‒ PV array combiner/junction boxes, string diodes and fuses
‒ Grid-connected inverters
‒ Cabling, wiring and connection systems
‒ Direct current load switch (DC main switch)
‒ AC switch disconnector
‒ Case studies and exercises
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3. Design of PV systems: Site Surveys and Shading Analysis, Planning and Sizing
Photovoltaic Systems and using Simulation Software
This topic covers the knowledge on the whole range of knowledge concerning design of PV
systems.
First it concerns shading analysis and solar energy. The trainer will explain the meaning of
technical terms such as Insolation, Peak Sun Hours and Irradiance. Also the trainer will explain
the no-shade time and effect of tilt angle. In this part shade analysis tools using software will
be explained.
‒ On-site visit and site survey
‒ Consulting with the customer
‒ Shadow types
‒ Shading analysis
‒ Shade analysis tools using software
‒ Shading, PV-array configuration and system concept
‒ Shading with free-standing/rack-mounted PV arrays
‒ Checklists for building survey
‒ Case studies and exercises
Then, the next topic covers the knowledge on system design method of PV system. The trainer
will explain what data is needed to design and how to design a PV system. Also the trainer will
explain the meaning of peak load, power consumption and available power. Discussion on and
exercises for sizing of different PV system parts are also useful for participants in this part. This
topic covers the knowledge on system design method of PV system using software. The
‒ System size and module choice
‒ System concepts
‒ Inverter installation site and sizing the inverter
‒ Selecting and sizing cables for grid-tied PV systems and selection and sizing of the PV
array combiner/junction box and the DC main disconnect/isolator switch
‒ Lightning protection, earthing/grounding and surge protection
‒ Use of sizing, design and simulation programs
‒ Checking the simulation results
‒ Market overview and classification
‒ Programme descriptions
‒ Case studies and exercises
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4. Mounting Systems and Building Integration
Participants experience how to apply learned techniques to real life situations, including
installation of different systems and mounting.
‒ Roof Basics (different type)
‒ Facade basics & Photovoltaic facades
‒ Solar protection devices
‒ Mounting systems for free-standing installations
‒ Case studies and exercises

5. Installing, Commissioning and Operating: Grid-Connected Photovoltaic Systems and
Stand-alone Photovoltaic Systems
Participants experience how to apply learned techniques to real life situations, including
installation of different systems and mounting. This topic covers the knowledge on
Commissioning and Operating. The trainer will explain the necessity of inspection and how to
inspect PV system. Understanding system parameters are necessary to inspect PV system
correctly and the skill to analyze PV system condition using the system parameters is required
in a PV engineer. This topic also covers the knowledge on system design method of Stand-alone
PV system. Also, this topic covers the knowledge on battery. The profile of battery is an
important data to understand the state of charge of the battery. Also, the trainer will explain
the battery capacity, cycle life, how to read capacity and how the cycle life is pre-determined.
In addition, the trainer will explain the maintenance and usage method of battery. Battery is a
key component in a PV system. To understand the maintenance and usage method correctly
is necessary to a PV engineer. Also, this topic covers the knowledge on charge controller. The
trainer will explain the type, features and function of charge controller. There are three types
of charge controller and the PWM type is currently the most widely used. Set point voltage
such as HVD and LVD and status of C/C at set point voltage should be understood. The trainer
will explain the type and features of inverter for SHS.
‒ General installation notes
‒ Example installation of a grid-connected PV system
‒ Breakdowns, typical faults and maintenance for PV systems
‒ Troubleshooting and monitoring operating data and presentation
‒ Modules in stand-alone PV systems
‒ Batteries in stand-alone PV systems
‒ Charge controllers and Stand-alone inverters
‒ Measuring electricity consumption
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‒ Photovoltaics in decentral electricity grids/mini-grids
‒ Case studies and exercises

6. Economics and Environmental Issues
This section of the training is geared toward providing participants with the knowledge needed
to successfully develop productive sales and lead generation initiatives. In the residential sales
portion of the course, the participants are taught the types of personal characteristics and skills
that are necessary build a truly professional solar salesperson. They are taught techniques to
control the direction of an in home sales presentation that will increase your closing ratio.
‒ Cost trends
‒ Technological trends
‒ Economic Assessment
‒ Environmental impact
‒ Case studies and exercises

7. Procurement and legislation
Procurement and legislation This topic covers the knowledge on Procurement. The trainer will
explain the specifications of main components and measuring instruments to be used in a PV
project and how to read data sheet of materials.
8. Safety requirements at workplace
Safety at workplace is essential for all people e included in the process of designing and
mounting the PV solar systems. One must take care of their own safety and safety of their
coworkers, which is ensured by proper handling of tools and materials and in depth knowledge
of the whole system.
‒ Safety equipment
‒ Site safety
‒ On-site risk assessment
‒ Hazards: physical hazards, electrical hazards, chemical hazards
‒ Electrical shock
‒ Good work habits
‒ Stand-alone inverters
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‒ Case studies and exercises

The whole training course is organized in 10 days according to the following agenda:
Day 1 – Theoretical classes
08:00-08:45

Registration

08:45-09:00

Info

09:00-10:30

CHAPTER 1 Photovoltaic Basics
‒ Overview of solar PV systems usage in Macedonia and in the
world
‒ PV array systems and PV applications
‒ Solar radiation
‒ The photovoltaic effect and how solar cells work
‒ Solar cell types
‒ Electrical properties of solar cells
‒ Case studies and exercises

10:30-11:00

Pause

11:00-12:30

CHAPTER 2 PV Modules and Other Components of Grid-Connected
Systems
‒ PV modules
‒ PV array combiner/junction boxes, string diodes and fuses
‒ Grid-connected inverters
‒ Cabling, wiring and connection systems
‒ Direct current load switch (DC main switch)
‒ AC switch disconnector
‒ Case studies and exercises

12:30-12:45

Pause

12:45-14:15

CHAPTER 3 Design of PV systems: Site Surveys and Shading Analysis
‒ On-site visit and site survey
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‒ Consulting with the customer
‒ Shadow types
‒ Shading analysis
14:15-15:00
15:00-16:30

Pause
‒ Shade analysis tools using software
‒ Shading, PV-array configuration and system concept
‒ Shading with free-standing/rack-mounted PV arrays
‒ Checklists for building survey
‒ Case studies and exercises

Day 2 – Theoretical classes
08:30-09:00

Registration

09:00-10:30

Planning and Sizing of Photovoltaic Systems
‒ System size and module choice
‒ System concepts
‒ Inverter installation site
‒ Sizing the inverter
‒ Selecting and sizing cables for grid-tied PV systems

10:30-11:00
11:00-12:30

Pause
‒ Selection and sizing of the PV array combiner/junction box and
the DC main disconnect/isolator switch
‒ Lightning protection, earthing/grounding and surge protection
‒ Yield forecast
‒ Case studies and exercises

12:30-12:45

Pause

12:45-14:15

Using design and simulation Software
‒ Use of sizing, design and simulation programs
‒ Checking the simulation results
‒ Simulation of shading
‒ Market overview and classification
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‒ Programme descriptions
‒ Case studies and exercises
14:15-15:00

Pause

15:00-16:30

CHAPTER 4 Mounting Systems and Building Integration
‒ Roof Basics (differet type)
‒ Facade basics & Photovoltaic facades
‒ Solar protection devices
‒ Mounting systems for free-standing installations
‒ Case studies and exercises

Day 3 – Theoretical classes
08:30-09:00

Registration

09:00-10:30

CHAPTER 5 Installing, Commissioning and Operating Grid-Connected
Photovoltaic Systems
‒ General installation notes
‒ Example installation of a grid-connected PV system
‒ Guarantee
‒

Breakdowns, typical faults and maintenance for PV systems

‒ Troubleshooting
‒ Monitoring operating data and presentation
‒ Long-term experience and quality
‒ Case studies and exercises
10:30-11:00

Pause

11:00-12:30

Installing, Commissioning and Operating Stand-alone Photovoltaic
Systems
‒ Modules in stand-alone PV systems
‒ Batteries in stand-alone PV systems
‒ Charge controllers
‒ Stand-alone inverters

12:30-12:45

Pause
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12:45-14:15

‒ Planning and designing stand-alone systems
‒ Measuring electricity consumption
‒ Sizing the PV array
‒ Sizing of the cable cross sections
‒ Battery sizing
‒ Use of an inverter
‒ Photovoltaics in decentral electricity grids/mini-grids
‒ Case studies and exercises

14:15-15:00

Pause

15:00-16:30

CHAPTER 6 Economics and Environmental Issues
‒ Cost trends
‒ Technological trends
‒ Economic Assessment
‒ Environmental impact
‒ Case studies and exercises
CHAPTER 7 Procurement and legislation
‒ Current procurement trends and subventions
‒ Forms for application and procedure for procurement according
to legislation

Day 4 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

CHAPTER 8 Safety requirements at workplace
Safety at workplace
On-site visit and site survey
Electricity consumption and needs

Day 5 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Design of PV solar systems
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Day 6 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Application of software for design of PV solar systems

Day 7 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Application of software for design of PV solar systems

Day 8 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Techno-economical analysis
Procurement and legislation

Day 9 – Practical classes
09:00-17:00

Procurement and legislation
Construction, supervision, life cycle maintenance and commissioning

Day 10 – Examination
09:00-17:00

Theoretical examination
Practical examination
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5. Training points
Trainers should consider how to best combine the lecture and hands-on training. Basically, the
hands-on training deepens the participant’s knowledge and understanding on the points
covered during the lecture. Repetition of both is important for effective learning.
Usually, reiterative approach of teaching is tough and boring for both trainers and participants,
but they have to devote themselves to learning all the topics again to be able to absorb and
understand the training modules. Also, for preparatory purposes, it is better to provide the
participants with the text in advance.
The lecture portion of the training is conducted based on the prescribed texts. The texts
contained lots of figures, diagrams, and photos to facilitate better understanding. Therefore,
trainers need to prepare what to instruct during the lecture.
Trainers should always pay attention to the level of understanding of the participants and
resiliently adapt to it accordingly. The following points should be taken into consideration for
effective lecturing:
‒ Asking the participants to confirm understanding;
‒ Homework for the review of the lectures;
‒ Practice to deepen the knowledge;
‒ Introduction of examples;
‒ Discussion among participants; and
‒ Participant presentations.
The hands-on training is carried out in small groups. Each group has to have at least one trainer
for effective training. Data sheet for hands-on training need to be prepared in advance and
provided to each participant.
The following points should be taken into consideration for effective training:
‒ To explain purpose and method of the training before the training;
‒ To give instruction on how to use the measuring instruments;
‒ To provide all members with opportunities to monitor using measuring instruments;
‒ To let the participants process the meaning of the monitored data acquired on-site by
themselves; and to instruct them to evaluate the result of monitored values.
If possible, it is better for all the participants to discuss and analyze the results of the hands-on
training among themselves, after which presentations should be carried out to evaluate their
respective level of understanding.
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6. Examination
The examination should be done to evaluate the knowledge and understanding of participants.
The qualification test is adopted in the solar PV trainer’s training and conducted on the last
day. On the other hand, the confirmation test is adopted in the solar PV engineer training and
conducted before and after training.


Preparation of examination paper

Exam questions should be prepared by trainers in consideration of the following:
‒ Contents of exam should cover each subject
‒ Keeping the same level of exam question
‒ Maintenance of confidentially for contents of exam question and records
The examinees should obey the following rules during the examination:
‒ Use only pencils, erasers, rulers, calculators, and blank paper for computation.
‒ Cell phone is not allowed to be used as a calculator.
‒ Communicating with other examinees is prohibited during the exam.
The examination time:
‒ One (1) hour for theoretical exam
‒ Two (2) hours for practical exam.
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ANNEX 1: Training material for Module 1
DESIGN AND INSTALLATION OF SOLAR-THERMAL SYSTEMS ON TWO
LEVELS - FOR BLUE COLLAR WORKERS AND BUILDING PROFESSIONALS
(Cover page only, the entire training material is available at
http://traineemk.eu/images/TRAINEE/Publications/P_Handbook_on_design_and_installation_of_ST_systems.pdf)
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ANNEX 2: Training material for Module 2
DESIGN AND INSTALLATION OF PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS ON TWO
LEVELS - FOR BLUE COLLAR WORKERS AND BUILDING PROFESSIONALS
(Cover page only, the entire training material is available at
http://traineemk.eu/images/TRAINEE/Publications/P_Handbook_on_design_and_installation_of_PV_systems.pdf)
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ANNEX 3: Sample of test questions
for theoretical exam
for Module 1 and Module 2 in RES training
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SAMPLE Theoretical Exam for Installation of solar thermal systems in buildings
-Module 1, level 1 of RES trainingName and Surname
Completed education / profession
Company name
Answers to the questions are rated from 0 to 5 points.
Minimum points for passing the exam 50%.
Practical exam consist of working on onsite installation of ST system (0-60 points).

1. Indirect solar systems with forced and natural (thermosiphonic) circulation (brief description
and functional scheme)?

2. Highlight the components of the solar collector shown in the picture (corresponding to the
arrows).
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3. Vacuum tube solar collector with heat pipe (short description of operation mode and
advantages)

4. What are the ways to connect solar modules, and what can be achieved with them?

5. Which device is shown in the following picture (purpose), what is the correct way of connecting
it and why? (round up the correct way of connecting).
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6. Write the essential constituents of the circulation pump set shown in the following figure.

7. The pump does not work at intense sunlight (list the possible causes and ways of solving the
problem).

8. The user of thermosiphonic systems has problems with the flow of hot water through the tap
during intense solar radiation (list the possible causes and ways of resolving the problem).
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SAMPLE Theoretical Exam for Design of solar thermal systems in buildings
-Module 1, level 2 of RES trainingName and Surname
Completed education / profession
Company name
Answers to the questions are rated from 0 to 5 points.
Minimum points for passing the exam 50%.
Practical exam consist of designing of ST system using software (0-50 points).

1. Indirect solar systems with forced and natural (thermosiphonic) circulation (brief description
and functional scheme)?

2. Highlight the components of the solar collector shown in the picture (corresponding to the
arrows).
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3. Vacuum tube solar collector with heat pipe (short description of operation mode and
advantages)

4. Explain the basic function and advantages of using the "device" shown in the following figure.

5. What are the ways to connect solar modules, and what can be achieved with them?
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6. Explain the basic way of controlling the system shown in the following figure.

7. Write the essential constituents of the circulation pump set shown in the following figure.
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8. Two solar collectors are provided for one system, each with an area of 2.5 m2. If the specific
flow rate is 25 l/m2h, how much will the total flow rate be if:
a) the collectors are connected in parallel?
b) the collectors are connected in series?

9. List the most commonly used heat exchangers in solar collector systems and their basic
features.
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10. Calculate the efficiency of the solar collector at a solar radiation intensity of G = 800 W/m2,
mean operating fluid temperature tm=50°C and ambiental temperature tа=10°C. Features of
the examination are shown below:
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SAMPLE Theoretical Exam for Installation of photovoltaic systems in buildings
-Module 2, level 1 of RES trainingName and Surname
Completed education /
profession
Company name
Answers to the questions are rated from 0 to 5 points.
Minimum points for passing the exam 50%.
Practical exam consist of working on onsite installation of PV system (0-60 points).

1. How are PV systems distributed depending on the way they work?

2. Outline the elements of an autonomous one-way PV system with battery.

3. List the essential elements needed to secure a photovoltaic roof mounted module.
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4. In order to utilize maximum sunlight and to maximize photovoltaic power generation, we
should:
a) Install multiple photovoltaic modules
b) Mount solar trackers
c) Install higher power inverters

5. What are the ways in which solar modules are connected, and what can be achieved with
them?

6. What should be taken into account when installing the inverter, and in what order are all the
elements connected to it (solar modules, battery, distribution grid and consumer)?

7. List the reasons for insufficient electricity generation from PV systems and ways to improve it.

8. What basic protective equipment has to be worn when installing PV systems?
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SAMPLE Theoretical Exam for Design of photovoltaic systems in buildings
-Module 2, level 2 of RES trainingName and Surname
Completed education / profession
Company name
Answers to the questions are rated from 0 to 5 points.
Minimum points for passing the exam 50%.
Practical exam consist of designing of PV system in ACCA software (0-50 points).

1. How is the angle of solar azimuth defined?

2. List the values of the three parameters under Standard Technical Conditions (solar radiation,
temperature, air mass)?

3. Draw a system of parallel connected PV modules and their I-U characteristics.

4. Outline the elements of an autonomous one-way PV system with battery.
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5. What are the key inputs to develop a financial model?

6. What types of losses should be included in the energy loss diagram for grid-connected PV
systems?

7. List and explain at least two ways of connecting inverters.

8. Calculate the average annual generation of a PV system with an installed power of 50 kW, if the
mean solar energy is 1450 W/m2 and the system efficiency is 80%?

9. What constraints should be considered when choosing location for a PV system?

10. What minimum requirements should be included in the fall protection plan (working at
heights)?

